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Brand of ACOEM 

 MAKE YOUR PROCESS RELIABLE – using 

ONEPROD condition monitoring –  

Anticipate failures and schedule operations to make 

the most of condition monitoring: 
  

Optimise maintenance 

costs 

Avoid production losses 

due to unscheduled 
shutdowns 

Improve the reliability of your machines                    
with ONEPROD packs 

ONEPROD XPR: reliable diagnosis 
 

Speed up diagnosis 

The defect detection grid allows viewing all points, along with 

their parameters, of a machine, and issuing a diagnosis very 

rapidly. 

 

Make reporting easier 

ONEPROD XPR allows generating automatic reports and 

performing statistical monitoring of your machines’ condition. 

 

Benefit from upgradeable software 

ONEPROD XPR is ready for the next steps: you can upgrade it 

to continuous monitoring or electrical analysis. 

 

ONEPROD MVP-2EX: fast collection 
 

Save time 

The Flash mode allows for fast collection and comprehensive 

measurements. 

 

Gain comfort 

With an instrument weighing less than 2 pounds.  

 

Reliable collection 

ONEPROD methodology provides reliable data acquisition and 

analysis. 

 

Correct balancing defaults on your 
machines  

The graphic interface and the embedded tools allow for precise 

balancing. 

 
Do quality measurements 

Collect vibration and electrical data, as well as process 

parameters 

 

Features of the MVP-2EX collector 
 

 

 

 

 

 

XPR software characteristics 

 Integrated modules for configuration, analysis, diagnosis 

and administration 

 Management of offline and online measurements 

 Desktop or WEB architecture 

 ORACLE licence 

 

Upgradeable packs suited to your 
needs 

 2 x 40 kHz vibration channels + 1 trigger input 

 Built-in laser-sighting pyrometer and tachometer 

 Battery pack and charger included 

 Weight: 0.9 kg 

 Compliant with EC standards, IP65 

 ATEX Zone 0 
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A few machines Large sets of machines Any quantity 

 GET-UP READY-GO BOOST 

   
 Manual diagnosis on 

alarm 

 User-friendly and 

upgradeable product  

 Assistance to 

automated diagnosis 

 Productivity tools 

 Automatic post-

processing tools  

 Advanced 

indicators 

MVP-2EX COLLECTOR Versions for single-channel 

collection products and first-level 

monitoring with one-shot 

analysis on alarm 

Versions for efficient single-

channel collection products and 

systematic aided analysis 

Versions for all-option products 

for performing two-channel 

collection and advanced 

analysis XPR SOFTWARE 

SUPERVISION 

SOFTWARE Option YES YES 

COACHING  

(Option) Assistance to one-shot analysis Assistance to analysis of 

complex cases Advice on methodology 

 

 

             

ATEX CERTIFICATION: For explosive environments 
 

For more safety in explosive zones, MVP-2EX is ATEX Zone 0. MVP-2EX certified Intrinsically Safe allows doing 

measurements where there is permanent explosion hazard, like in some areas in chemistry, petrochemistry, or oil and 

gas production.  

 

  

 

 

SUPERVISION  
 

SUPERVISION is a new generation allowing to improve communication between 

Maintenance, Production and Management departments in the industrial sector application 

of. Data can be consulted instantly using a simple Internet browser and a new high-

definition interface!    

  

 

 

Machines with simple kinematics 
Pumps, fans, etc. 

Machines with complex 
kinematics 

Rolling mills, paper machines, 

turbomachines, etc. 
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